
Terms and Conditions 
 
Blended Aquatics LLC ® 
 

(Updated 09/11/2022) 

 

These terms and conditions constitute a legally binding agreement 

between "you", whether personally or on behalf of an entity, and 

[Blended Aquatics LLC ™], referred here after as the "company", 

"we", "our", or "us". They concern access to our Site [ 

https://blendedaquatics.com], as well as any media form, media 

channel, or site with connection to the company.  

 

You agree that by using our site or other media platforms that you 

have read these Terms and Conditions and all stipulations presented 

in this document. 

 

This document will be updated if/when our terms and conditions 

change. 

 

 

Services 

 
[Blended Aquatics LLC ™] is a behavioral health consultation service 

and should not be used as a replacement for medical diagnosis, 

medical advice, or primary medical treatment. We, the "company", 

will not be held liable if you do not disclose a medical diagnosis or 

medications and receive services. Consult your medical practitioner 

for medical advice.  

The company is a provider of behavioral health services, acting in 

accordance to BACB® codes and regulation. We will not be held 

liable for any injuries that may occur during or after services. 

 

Content 

 

https://blendedaquatics.com/


All content on our site is copyrighted or trademarked material and 

protected under applicable laws and regulations, unless explicitly 

stated. Third-party material is property of their respective owners and 

is not protected or owned by us. Reference the third-parties terms 

and conditions for complete compliance. No person or entity shall 

recreate, use, or present the companies [Blended Aquatics LLC ™] 

copyrighted or trademarked material as their own, unless given use-

only permission by the company.  

 
 

 
Payment 

 
All clients shall adhere to payment schedules presented in our intake 

forms and payment contracts, which are reviewed and signed 

before the start of services. These contracts shall be considered 

legally binding agreements and regulated by applicable laws and 

regulations.   

 

 

Termination of Services 

 
If at any point during services either party, you or an entity, or the 

company [Blended Aquatics LLC™] need to end the client/provider 

relationship, they may request to do so. 

 

 

Legal 

 
Behavioral health services are regulated and an adherence to the 

BACB® code of conduct and should be referenced in cases of 

dispute. The company [Blended Aquatics LLC™], adheres to 

applicable state laws for behavioral services. The company [Blended 

Aquatics LLC™], adheres to the state of South Dakota's business 

laws. 

 



 

 

Blended Aquatics LLC 

265 Federal Ave, Apt.24 

Rapid City, SD 57702 

 

 

https://www.blendedaquatics.com 

https://www.blendedaquatics.com/

